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About This Game

This is a jigsaw puzzle game in which you need to put together pictures of anime chans, using scattered picture fragments on the
screen.

Features:
-Game genre: a jigsaw puzzle

-Game theme: anime
-Various anime girls to choose (different suits, different hair color, different backgrounds)

-Simple and fun gameplay (just choose a puzzle and drag the fragments to get the picture together)
-Good soundtrack

-Steam achievements
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Title: Hentai Weed PuZZles
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nikita "Ghost_RUS"
Publisher:
Ghost_RUS Games
Franchise:
Ghost_RUS PuZZles Series
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7\8\10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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I bought this for my kids, but don't be fooled by appearences this is a challenging Tower Defense game. I enjoyed it so much,
that I played it through twice. There isn't "One Way" to win. Often there are different strategies of tower placement that will
lead to vicotry. The sound effects are good and don't become irritating level after level. The same can be said for the music. I
picked this up on sale and am I glad I did. Now if I could only convince my kids to play that game.... Raider rework is good yes
kill me pls. It's a good concept, but after playing for less than an hour I had already finished the game. I do not think this game is
currently worth the price, however, if you're looking to pick this game up, I strongly reccomend waiting until the price lowers,
or if there's a sale. One hour of gameplay coupled with very little to do isn't worth the price.. Interesting idea for a game, story is
fun, radio is fire and sound effects are lit af.
I finished the game in 1hour, and after 2 more hours i got all the achievements, so play time is pretty short, it would be awesome
if you could get out of your car during freeride and if they could add npcs, shops etc. to freeride as well.
6/10
And i will wait for future updates. Really nice game. For those who love to listen to musik and get brain♥♥♥♥ed by light
effects, this is ur game!
Keep on going nice game!. A senseless zombie killing shooter it says it all you will have fun with this game shooting zombie for
a while but I wouldn't think it can become your all time favorite game

Provide about 10 hours of playtime. Doesn't really sound mysterious at all, it's far too upbeat for that. Might be a better fit if
you're wanting catchy, pop style tunes for your game.. Add please the graphics settings.
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Game is good. its like someone played super mario: the thousand year for 4 minutes proceded to exit and say, "This game is
retardus! why is can you dodge an attack? thats some crap there. Also why no political messages?You know what give me a
sec...
procedes to call ubisoft.". Pretty good movie. Watch it - it's free.. For a $5 game, the production value is awesome. After Steam
has taken its cut, the game's developers only get peanuts: it is obviously a labor of love. Why not spend $5 to encourage them?

I played it once, and was killed very early on. I made the choices that I felt compatible with my RL personality. I did not try to
guess what could be the best choices to prolong the story.

My concern is that I wonder if the program expects us to make certain specific choices in order to prolong the game, even if
those choices are purely artificial. That might be the game's fatal flaw: if you do not select the correct options, you cannot
progress very far in the story. If such is the case, it means that the program is more linear than a flexible, diversified multi-path
story.

For $5, I enjoyed it ... but I am skeptical about its linear-story programming. I might replay it, but I have too quickly lost
interest. But for a mere $5, it is certainly worth a try.. Early Access Watcher Reviews Aurora Dawn: Steam Age

Update Version: v1.2.2

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the review.

It has taken me awhile to figure out the best way to come across this game. The major issue is not with a technical problem or a
gameplay issue, but with the free version offered by the developer. The two versions are different in regard to content (the
Steam Age along with all the items, buildings, materials, equipment and enemies along with it) are exclusively to the paid
version. It is not much of a difference and the real conflict is with whether it is worth the price to pick up the paid version. I will
go ahead and say get the free version to determine if you like this game; I am not leaving it at that though.

The main objective of the game is to survive the increasingly difficult assaults of Dusk monstrosities. You create a character
and journey to Aurora in the hopes of saving it from the Dusk while building your skills by participating in the activity each
skill represents. Mine to increase miner, leatherwork to increase tanner, get hit to increase shields and build to increase builder.
By increasing your skill levels you also increase your main level and perform tasks faster. There is a mana system for spells and
spawning resource nodes, energy for completing tasks, and hunger that affects energy restoration. While you are accompanied
by AI companions, you can also hire mercenaries to fight under your control. This makes combat a little easier since the enemy
tends to split apart to strike multiple enemies, which is a plus given how some games just send enemies toward the player in a
mindless rage.

The game bolsters three game modes: story missions, wave survival and team deathmatch. During each story mission (which
moonlight as the game's tutorial), you are given time to build and equip along side your companions until the waves of Dusk
monsters strike. Wave survival is the same, but you are able to customize the number of waves, number of enemies per wave,
difficulty of the wave and frequency of each wave. Team deathmatch is similar to a RTS style team fight with up to eight
players. Depending on the difficulty setting, you could get through the story missions in three to four hours.

What could make or break this game for someone is the focus on a passive community. You can either focus on assisting the AI
controlled companions or focus mainly on yourself while they go about their own business. The contributions you make during
each mission feels minuscule and it usually falls back to self-improvement to ensure you are as battle ready as possible. You can
place defensive structures and buildings hoping your companions will build it, but a lot of times they decide to focus on their
own agendas. It is quite possible to complete each mission by handing over your character to the AI as well. This kind of defeats
the purpose though and turns the game into a visual simulation.

The Dusk is not the only trouble affecting Aurora; crashes and select audio issues were present. These issues were present in the
demo version and the current build of the paid version. Each mode is at risk of being hit by a random crash while I only noticed
the audio cut outs happening in the campaign. Crashes occurred about a third of the time in the team deathmatch game mode
making often saving a requirement.

This game was rather difficult to properly judge. I have not seen a case were a developer was willing to release a demo version
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this similar to the paid version. The passive community brought an interesting twist to the table, but in doing so isolates the
player in terms of personal growth. This could be why it was implemented; not knowing what the end goals of the AI can lead to
an underwhelming force to combat the Dusk though. I will recommend this game, but I cannot stress enough how important it is
to try the demo version before purchasing this game. It is the rare case you have a clear view of what to expect in a early access
title.

Pro

- Robust demo (play it before buying)
- Distinct art style for sprites and characters
- Unique AI system

Cons

- Crashes
- Audio errors
- Passive community can be a deal breaker for some

Special note: I also noticed several grammar and text issues during the course of the campaign. I did not use it in consideration
of this review and honestly have no right to question considering my own faulty grammar.. This is one of the worst games ive
played, dont know how this can cost $2. DONT BUY. 2/5
A Shotty Myst remake.

This game is so much like Myst, I expect to to see DOS when I log out.

The game would be great if it was 1994. Unfortunaly the game was made in 2004, and it's currently 2015.

If you are the kind of person that still plays Myst constantly and seriously cannot find another Myst type game. Then go ahead
and get this game.

Everyone else, I would recommend skipping this one.
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